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[Lillie, 2005]

[Keenan et al., 2016]

The hot and positively buoyant Mid-ocean Ridge prevents the

spontaneous subduction initiation.

However, as the weakest part with a hot and thin brittle layer in

the earth, it is much easier to start subduction than the cold ad

strong passive margin during forced compression.



Previous numerical studies

Symmetric ridge: subduction initiation occurs

at the mid-ocean ridge [Qing et al., 2021]

Inherited ridge:

I. Subduction initiation is controlled by

detachment faults [Maffione et al., 2015]

II. Incipient subduction cuts detachment fault

[Gülcher et al., 2019]

The mechanism is not clear!



Numerical methods and model setup

Ø Effective rheology

𝜂!"" = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜂#$%&'(), 𝜂*+)'($!

Brittle dominates:
𝜂!"#$%&' ≤ 𝜂()'%&"*

𝜂*++ = 𝜂!"#$%&'

Ductile dominates:
𝜂!"#$%&' > 𝜂()'%&"*
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Ø Methods – Grain size evolution

Initial model with 
inherited patterns:

Model result after 
forced  compression:

𝜂*++ = 𝜂()'%&"*



Numerical results

Shortening and 
thickening under 
compression 

Forming a new
weak shear zone

Subduction along 
the new shear zone

Inherited spreading 
patterns

Profiles AA’ Profiles BB’



Effects of brittle-ductile damage

During forced compression, the effect of grain size reduction is not enough to dominate and 
reduce the effective viscosity. The shortening process is mainly controlled by strain weakening. 



Effects of brittle-ductile damage

Fault strength ( caused by strain

weakening intensity) is the key factor

in controlling the near ridge subduction

initiation.



Conclusion

n Evolution processes:

Mature spreading ridges with inherited
faulting patterns and spreading modes.

Ø Shortening and thickening through
rotation of inherited faults

Ø Form a new weak shear zone

Ø Controlled by the fault strength

Ø Subduction along the
newly formed shear zone

Ø Spreading patterns
control subduction modes
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